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Abstract
empty space
Micro technology is continuously progressing towards smaller, smarter and reliable
forms. Consequently, demand for such miniature and complex systems is arising
rapidly in various elds such as industry, medicine, aerospace and automotive. Such
fast development of micro technology is achieved thanks to improvements in micro-
manufacturing tools and techniques. Miniaturization of the machinery and manu-
facturing equipment is emerging to be an attractive idea that would eventually solve
many of the issues existing in conventional micro-manufacturing.
This work presents a modular and recongurable desktop microfactory for high pre-
cision assembly and machining of micro mechanical parts as proof of concept inspired
by the downsizing trend of the production tools. The system is constructed based on
primary functional and performance requirements such as miniature size, operation
with sub-millimeter precision, modular and recongurable structure, parallel process-
ing capability, ease of transportation and integration. Proposed miniature factory
consists of downsized functional modules such as two parallel kinematic robots for
manipulation and assembly, galvanometric laser beam scanning system for microma-
chining, high precision piezoelectric positioning stage, camera system for detection
and inspection, and a rotational conveyor system. Each of the listed modules is
designed and tested for ne precision tasks separately and results are presented. De-
sign comprises development of mechanics, electronics and controller for the modules
individually. Once stand-alone operation of each unit is achieved further assembly
to a single microfactory system is considered. The overall mechanical structure of
the proposed microfactory facilitates parallel processing, exible rearrangement of
the layout, and ease of assembling and disassembling capabilities. These important
steps are taken to investigate possibilities of a microfactory concept for production
iv
of microsystems in near future.
Keywords: Microfactory, micro-manufacturing, laser micromachining, micro-assembly,
high precision positioning, autofocusing, galvanometric mirror scanner, parallel kine-
matic robot, walking piezoelectric motor, modularity, recongurability.
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Ozet
empty space
Mikro teknoloji devaml olarak daha kucuk, daha akll ve daha guvenilir bicimlere
dogru mesafe kaydetmektedir. Bunun sonucu olarak bu gibi minyatur ve kompleks
sistemlere kars olan talep; endustri, tp, hava-uzay ve otomotiv gibi alanlarda hzla
yukselmektedir. Mikro teknoloji alanndaki bu hzl gelisim ise; mikro imalat alet-
leri ve tekniklerindeki ilerlemeler sayesindedir. Makine ve imalat ekipmanlarnn
minyaturlestirilmesi ilgi cekici bir kir olarak ortaya ckmakla beraber minyaturlesme,
er ya da gec geleneksel mikro imalat suresince karslaslan problemlerin bircogunun
cozumunu saglayacaktr.
Bu calsma mikro mekanik parcalarn yuksek hassasiyetli imalat ve mikro mekanik
parcalarn islenebilmesi icin olusturulan moduler ve yeniden yaplandrlabilen masaustu
fabrikay sunmaktadr. Mikrofabrika; kavram olarak kantlams ve uretim aletlerinin
boyut olarak kuculme egiliminden esinlenerek ortaya ckarlmstr. Sistem temel fonksiyon
ve performans gereksinimleri goz onune alnarak olusturulmustur. Bu gereksinim-
ler; minyatur boyut, milimetre alt hassasiyet, moduler ve yeniden yaplandrlabilen
yap, paralel isleme kabiliyeti, tasnabilme ve entegre edilebilme kolaylgdr. Onerilen
mikrofabrika; manipulasyon ve montaj islemleri icin kullanlan paralel kinematige
sahip iki adet robot, mikro isleme icin kullanlan galvonometrik lazer sn tarayc sis-
v
temi, yuksek hassasiyetli piezo-elektrik konumlama platformu, belirleme ve denetleme
islemleri icin kamera sistemi ve donel tasyc sisteminden olusmaktadr. Bahsi gecen
her bir modul ayr ayr olarak, dusuk hassasiyet gerektiren gorevlerde test edilerek,
test sonuclar sunulmustur. Tasarm; mekanik, elektronik, denetleme modullerinin
ayr ayr olacak sekilde gelistirilmesini kapsamaktadr. Her bir modulun bagmsz
olarak islevsel hale getirilmesinden sonraki hedef bu modullerin mikro fabrikaya
monte edilmesidir. Sistemin genel mekanik yaps; paralel isleyisi kolaylastrmakta,
esnek yeniden ayarlanabilen bir yerlesime olanak saglamakta ve kolay montaj ve de-
montaj ozelliklerini mumkun klmaktadr. Bu onemli admlar ise; mikrofabrikalarn;
yakn gelecekte mikro sistemler uretebilme olanaklarnn arastrlmas dogrultusunda
atlmaktadr.
Anahtar kelimeler: Mikrofabrika, mikro imalat, lazer mikro isleme, mikro montaj,
yuksek hassasiyetli konumlama, otomatik odaklama, yuruyen piezo-elektrik eyleyici,
galvonometrik ayna taraycs, paralel kinematik robot, modulerite, tekrar kongure
edilebilme.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Today's technology is continuously transforming from greater size to more compact,
denser and smarter forms. It enables ease of integration of the miniature devices in
various elds such as medicine, aerospace and automotive industry where small size,
high performance and precision are of great interest. Demand for such devices is
rapidly increasing, creating manufacturing issues in quick and reliable product sup-
ply. So, with the miniaturization of products a consequent demand for relevant ne
precision manufacturing machines arises. Nowadays, relatively large manufacturing
machines are employed to produce technology in micro scales such as semiconductor
chips, MEMS, micro actuators and sensors. Main disadvantages of such production
tools are their bulky size, high power consumption and excessive material usage that
creates problems in economic, transportation, maintenance and environmental as-
pects.
Active research has been conducted for last two decades in order to improve existing
manufacturing techniques and solve these issues. Researchers come up with an inno-
vative idea of micro product processing so called "Microfactory". Very rst notion
of the concept was proposed by the Micro Machine Center and Mechanical Engi-
neering Laboratory (MEL) in Tsukuba as a part of the Japanese national project
"Micro Machine" in 1990 [1]. Simple idea behind microfactory is to use accordingly
small machines for manufacturing of small parts or systems. With the development
of tiny and precise actuators, and also accurate measurement devices, challenging
opportunities for downsizing of the machinery are appeared and by that possibility
1
to develop miniature manufacturing mills is created. Important key advantages of
such miniature factory lay in environmental, technical and human related factors [2].
Microfactory due to its small mechanical structure could signicantly reduce mate-
rial usage, decrease vibrations, noise and pollution. It can be economically eective
because of reduction in running costs such as power consumption, air conditioning,
clean room operation, illumination and portability. Low inertias enable higher speed
and precise operation. Small size, low weight and modular design allows ease of
recongurability of the machines. Custom conguration can be easily achieved by
rearrangement of the processing tools or just replace them by dierent type which
is almost unfeasible with big and heavy machines. Moreover, exible and compact
design will allow to easily operate the machines by technical sta. Also ease of trans-
portation opens a door to possible operation of the microfactory not only in industrial
facilities but run them to produce custom items at oces, home and educational or-
ganizations.
Microfactory concept has a wide range of innovational advantages and not only lim-
ited to the mentioned ones. Though it is an attractive idea, still much investigation
of the concept is required. Since cost of high precision micro equipment still remains
extremely expensive more cost eective solutions should be developed without dete-
riorating system performance, hence cheaper measurement devices and actuators for
micro/nano precision applications are of great concern.
1.2 Objectives
Aim of this thesis work is to design and implement a desktop microfactory as a proof
of concept for micromanufacturing. Steps are taken towards the investigation of a
microfactory design and its possible application for production of sub millimetre size
micro-electromechanical systems in near future. Eorts are dedicated to the solution
2
or partial improvement of some crucial issues existing in conventional manufactur-
ing systems such as size, precision, speed, productivity, modularity, recongurability,
material usage and transportation. For this purpose a miniature microfactory is built
with parallel processing, modular, recongurable and user friendly functional char-
acteristics. The proposed design has a compact size in order to be used for desktop
applications. It's low weight enables ease of transportation and installation. Parallel
processing is permitted thanks to rotational structure of a conveyor mechanism for
parts delivery to the functional modules placed in parallel manner. Compared to se-
rial approach, parallel operation of each unit allows fast processing and consequently
improves productivity. Modular structure is an important asset of the proposed
design. Processing units can be removed, replaced or recongured with respect to
production goals. Frame structure facilitates exible adjustment of the modules by
means of adjustable mechanical connectors.
Overall system consists of functional modules that accomplish certain high precision
tasks. Main functions include microassembly, pick-place, micromachining by means
of high power laser, microscopic inspection and precise positioning of micro parts.
Functional units such as two parallel kinematic robots, high power laser with galvo
mirror scanning system, autofocusing vision system, high precision positioning stage
and intermodular transportation mechanism are employed to achieve these goals.
Each unit is designed separately in the beginning and tested for some performance
criteria. Mechanics, electronics and controllers are fully or partially designed for each
module separately to allow operation in both stand-alone and cooperative congura-
tions. Organization of the modules to a single desktop microfactory system creates
possibility to replace conventional micro technology production factories with minia-
ture, more reliable and exible micromanufacturing plants in the future.
On the basis of existing issues in manufacturing of microsystems a research in micro-
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factory is launched to overcome problems mentioned above and to prove the concept
of an innovative micromanufacturing system. Author contributed to the research
in various aspects such as overall mechanical design of the microfactory system, de-
sign and precise control of three particular functional modules such as galvanometric
laser beam steering system for micromachining, high precision piezoelectric position-
ing stage and rotational intermodular transportation system for micro-part delivery.
Rest of the modules such as parallel kinematic robot and autofocusing vision sys-
tem are developed within the context of other works also referenced in the upcoming
sections.
1.3 Thesis organization
This thesis is organized as follows; in Chapter 2, the state of art in micromanu-
facturing and microfactory is provided discussing past and current progress in this
eld. Also, important developments regarding micromachining, microassembly and
other micro-processing elds are presented in details. In Chapter 3, the problem
formulation of a microfactory, micromanufacturing system design requirements with
necessities and challenges for the development of the microfactory concept are de-
scribed. The design and implementation of a modular desktop microfactory and
processing modules under consideration in this work is described in Chapter 4, also
presenting experimental results. Thesis is concluded in Chapter 5 with discussions
on achieved goals and possible future work.
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2 STATE OF ART
2.1 Micro-manufacturing and microfactory
The very rst microfactory prototype was introduced by Japanese researchers in early
1990s with the introduction of a desktop machining microfactory (see Fig.2.1) by the
Micro Machine Center (MMC) and the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory (MEL) of
the Agency of Industrial Science and Technology (AIST), Japan [1]. This research is
addressed to miniaturization of manufacturing machines for production of mechanical
parts of sub-millimeter size.
Figure 2.1: First prototype of desktop microfactory, MMC and MEL, Japan
The miniature factory is a chain of machining and assembly units capable of man-
ufacturing micro bearings with dimension of 0.9 mm. The functional units involved
in production are: a micro lathe, micro drill, micro press, transfer robot and a ma-
nipulation robot. The dimensions of the whole system are 625490380 mm3 with
a weight of 34 kg that enables ease of transportation. Micro lathe is the smallest
element within the system which can t in human arm as depicted in Fig.2.2 and
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weights only 100 g. Thin needle of 50 m diameter and 600 m long was successfully
machined out of brass with this device.
Figure 2.2: Miniature micro lathe for microfactory
Steps towards miniaturization and microfactory concept presented advantages
over conventional production equipment in various aspects such as energy and mate-
rial savings, improvements in accuracy, speed of operation and ease of transportation.
For more than 20 years researchers are investigating possibilities of the concept and
its future trends in quick and exible manufacturing of microsystems for industrial,
aerospace, automotive, medical and many other applications. Several microfactory
concepts and miniaturized production systems are presented in literature till now
[1-5]. One possible application targets machining and assembling of tiny gears for
mechanical watches [4] with desktop microfactory concept.
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Figure 2.3: Desktop microfactory prototype [4]
With the tendency to miniaturize tools, a shift from conventional huge CNC
machines to mini CNC devices for machining tiny mechanical parts become possible
[6,7].
Figure 2.4: Miniature CNC machine [5]
Miniaturization opened a door to wide range of research topics in micromanu-
facturing such as micromachining, microassembly, micromanipulation, microrobotics
and etc. Most of the systems are considered for assembly of very small parts or
products by employment of micromanipulators and gripping mechanisms [8-12]. As
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in conventional assembly lines designers make use of miniature multiple degree of
freedom serial and parallel manipulators as depicted in Fig.2.5.
Figure 2.5: Manipulator types
Assembly is generally performed by means of multiple manipulators as shown in
Fig. 2.5 (a) [13], single serial robotic arms (b) [4] or parallel kinematic robots (c)
[14]. Microrobots [15,16] and mobile microrobots [17] are also common for perform-
ing assembly tasks. They are used in single or cooperative manner depending on
complexity of the duty. Main advantage of mobile microrobots is their mobility and
exibility to work within structures where xed machines unable to reach. Occasion-
ally, microsystems assembly may require clean and contamination free environment.
For this purpose more economic microfactory with clean room properties is possible
to design due to miniaturization of machinery [18].
Micromachining is also crucial and of great demand within microfactory context
because there may be a necessity for mechanical parts with desired structure and
dimensions. One crucial advantage of machining tools in microfactory can be a quick
prototyping of custom medical devices, implants and mechanical parts for specic
purposes at hospitals, home and oces. Custom 2D and 3D mechanical structures
can be developed with employment of several types of machining equipment along
with several techniques. Main approaches comprise micro-mechanical cutting with
direct mechanical material removal [19,20], electrical-discharge machining (EDM)
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by thermal eect [21,22], micro-electrochemical machining (ECM) by chemical pro-
cess [23], laser machining with minimised focus resolution [24,25]. Miniature micro
milling machines [26] and micro turning machines [27] are also employed as micro-
factory modules. Besides the presented solutions with material removal there is also
a potential application of micro-forming techniques [28] to form a desired mechanical
shapes in 3D.
Figure 2.6: Recongurable micro milling - micro turning machine prototype [27]
Along side with the development of the necessary technology for micro manufac-
turing, new research directions are also emerged towards modularity and recongura-
bility concept in microfactory systems. Module is a machine or a group of machines
that may operate in stand-alone or cooperative way with other units. This opera-
tion can be classied as task or process oriented depending on factory layout [29].
Thus few modules create a set of processing phases and can be easily recongured to
dierent layout depending on production goals. Hence it adds another exibility to
manufacturing of customized products [14,30,31].
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Figure 2.7: Recongurable microfactory developed by Tampere University of Tech-
nology [14]
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3 PROBLEM FORMULATION
3.1 Design requirements for micromanufacturing
Processing in micro scales should be performed precisely to achieve accurate results
because in this range every micron does matter. Therefore production machines to
be used in manufacturing of microsystems should meet some important performance
criteria. While constructing a miniature factory system the main performance re-
quirements for an accurate design are:
 Small size: smaller size machines result in more material and workspace savings;
 High precision: micro parts are required to be manufactured accurately there-
fore production machines need accordingly maintain high precision operational
capabilities;
 Modularity: each processing device or module need to be self-sucient with
it's own software and hardware for stand alone operation;
 Ease of re-congurability: system should allow recongurability of the mod-
ules depending on production goals. It adds more exibility to manufacturing
customized products by interchanging or replacing the processing units;
 Energy eciency: low power consumption is important for cost eective pro-
duction. Hence system should consist of low power devices such as low torque
actuators and measurement sensors;
 Productivity: it is crucial for fast and ecient product development. Enabling
fast and parallel processing one can signicantly improve productivity;
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 Portability: compact size and low weight systems will allow ease of transporta-
tion of the system.
By satisfying the listed requirements above one can guarantee precise and ecient
operation of the system consequently a high quality of manufactured goods. Micro-
factory can be one of the most potential solutions that ts to these criteria from
many aspects. The advantages and design necessities of such approach are discussed
from now on.
3.1.1 Small size
Miniaturization is the main goal of a microfactory system design. It characterizes
several benets in material and performance aspects. Material usage, workspace
coverage and complexity of the mechanical structure is highly related to the size of
the machines. Downsizing is favorable for material savings because smaller volumes
require less material usage. It also requires less workspace to cover thus smaller work-
shops or facilities can be utilized with less rental costs. Microfactory with desktop
operation concept can be integrated to various environments such as workshop, oce,
hospital, home or garage. Also more tiny machining units can be employed instead of
few big machinery to increase production. Ease of maintenance is another advantage
of miniature structure.
3.1.2 High precision
In order to come up with miniature, accurate and complex products microfactory
needs to comprise high precision processing capabilities. Satisfactory results can be
achieved by incorporating precise actuators and ne measurement devices are no more
new. Currently, tiny actuators with few micro meters positioning accuracy and digi-
tal encoders with few nanometers measurement precision are available in the market.
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Besides that mechanical design of machining, assembly and positioning devices may
have a great impact on working performance. Therefore an accurate, backlash-free
and ne mechanical design should be considered for high precision operation. Fi-
nally, appropriate control techniques should be employed for compensation of system
uncertainties, guarantee the desired, precise and robust system response for input
references.
3.1.3 Modularity
Modularity can be easily attained by miniaturization of micromanufacturing equip-
ment. Modular design adds exibility to overall system assembly and recongura-
bility. For this purpose functional goals of a miniature factory should be set by the
designer at the beginning and processing modules are designed accordingly. It is a
matter of simplicity to construct each module separately and test for specic perfor-
mance criteria before integrating into the microfactory system for collaborative tasks.
Modules are required to be self-sucient with their individual control software and
hardware for independent operation. For instance, a machine should have it's own
controller, interface electronics and necessary mechanical components to be easily
incorporated into the system for cooperative tasks with other modules or operate
independently in stand-alone conguration. Once this demand is satised, system is
named to be modular.
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Figure 3.1: Modularity and recongurability in manufacturing
3.1.4 Recongurability
Small size, light weight and modularity bring another advantage to the system such
as recongurability. System is said to be recongurable if layout of the modules can
be modied according to production goals. It is almost unfeasible to recongure
processing tools in conventional factories because of heavy and bulky nature of the
machines. Hence it is benecial to acquire dynamic conguration of the machinery
with microfactory concept. Any module can be removed or replaced by another type
so exibility can be attained with this approach. System can be set to task or process
oriented congurations. In task oriented approach some modules can be congured
according to smaller tasks where in process oriented method system can be adjusted
according to several tasks or processes.
3.1.5 Energy eciency
It is favorable to build reliable and energy ecient technology. Generally, in conven-
tional factories a lot of energy is consumed by huge machines moved by high torque
electrical drives, illumination lamps, air-conditioning, clean room facilities and etc.
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For lighter and low inertia designs lower torque actuators can be employed to drive
particular mechanisms. Also small workspace can signicantly improve energy e-
ciency because smaller and lower power equipment can be employed.
3.1.6 Productivity
Lower inertia allows to achieve higher speeds of operation. Faster the processing the
more products can be developed in particular span of time. So, high velocity actuators
should be considered for this purpose. In addition to quick response characteristics,
parallel processing can surely increase productivity of the microfactory. Compared
to serial production, parallel operation of each module would result in immediate
product processing without awaiting in the line.
3.1.7 Portability
Miniature, light and self-sucient factory can be simply transferred from one place
or environment to another. Desktop microfactory concept enables wide range of
environments where it can be installed such as workshops, home, oces, hospitals or
schools. It creates opportunities for fast prototyping and manufacturing of custom
components by every user with no prior deep knowledge of manufacturing. Moreover,
portable design is suitable for mobile productions in the vehicle while transporting
the system. Such method merges production and transportation time, and speeds up
the product delivery.
3.2 Functional modules
Micro-manufacturing systems generally consist of several machines that have specic
functional and operational purposes. It may compose of several manipulation robots,
machining tools, inspection cameras and conveyor mechanisms for micro specimen
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delivery. These devices are generalized as modules or units. Modules can be classied
according to functional characteristics as follows:
 Manipulation: assembly, pick-place, gripping of the micro parts, microinjection
of biological cells;
 Machining: mechanical, laser, EDM, electrochemical material removal;
 Inspection: microscopes, vision sensors, CCD cameras for detection and image
processing;
 Transportation: linear and rotational stages, belts, pressure, pumps for micro-
particle sample delivery.
Figure 3.2: Some functional modules and their application
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4 DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 Microfactory mechanical structure and func-
tional modules
Mechanical design CAD drawing of the proposed microfactory system are depicted
in Fig. 4.1 and view from top in Fig. 4.2, respectively.
Figure 4.1: CAD design of a microfactory
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Figure 4.2: Microfactory top view
The structure is compact in size and has dimensions only of 50cm50cm46cm
which makes it suitable for desktop applications with vibration free operation. Over-
all design including the processing modules is made up of low weight metals such
as aluminum accordingly structure is light with a mass of approximately 15 kg that
enables ease of transportation and integration to other environments. Flexible me-
chanical structure, custom readjustment of the overall design and cheap installation
costs are the main advantages of the proposed system over the ones presented in the
literature. It is mainly due to the approach used similar to conventional industrial
automation setups with employment of small sigma proles. These proles are con-
sidered for supporting base frames. Standard aluminum sigma proles are available
in the market with dierent size options for low cost. Another advantage is their
low weight but sti structural nature. It's structure adds exibility to assembly and
disassembly of mechanisms or tools by means of screws. It can be easily adjusted
to a desired length by simply cutting of the material. Therefore overall design of
the microfactory can be modied quickly and cost eectively to a desired structure.
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Sigma proles are connected to each other at the ends resulting in a prismatic base
frame of the microfactory. Four modules are assumed to be mounted to four columns
at the corners of the frame in order to allow parallel processing capability of the cur-
rent design. Thus all four modules are able to operate at the same instant of time.
Such conguration clearly accelerates production and increases the productivity of
the factory. Once each unit accomplishes its own task, next task is carried out after
the rotation of the conveyor plate and delivery of a new sample to the modules. Rota-
tional conveyor mechanism consists of a gear box with high gear ratio and a circular
plate mounted on it. It performs accurate and backlash-free positioning of specimen
to a processing module in question. Ergonomic metallic connectors are considered
module attachment to sigma frames as depicted in Fig. 4.5. Such design is suitable
for attaching the machines and adjusting them to desired position in all x-y-z axis
for better operational performance.
The proposed design consists of ve main functional modules: two parallel delta
robots for pick-place, assembly and manipulation, galvanometric mirror laser scan-
ner system for micromachining and marking, auto focusing vision system for detection
of micro particles and position feedback, and rotational intermodular transportation
mechanism (RITM) for micro part delivery. Modules are designed and tested sepa-
rately from the point of mechanics, electronics and control at the beginning. Details
of each module design are described in the upcoming sections. For the sake of modu-
lar design modules are built in self-sucient manner thus each unit contains it's own
particular hardware and control software. Electronic boards (see green colored blocks
in Fig. 4.1) are developed to maintain connection between modules and the operator
computer. It also contains necessary motor drive electronics residing on it. In this
manner each module can function independently of each other in stand-alone con-
guration for single task or employed for collective processes. It adds recongurable
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characteristics to the system therefore any module can be interchanged or replaced
by dierent type according to production goals.
The manufactured and assembled design of the desktop microfactory with all of the
modules mounted is given in Fig. 4.3 and the closer view is provided in Fig. 4.4.
Figure 4.3: Assembled microfactory system
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Figure 4.4: Closer view to microfactory system
Figure 4.5: Adjustable mechanical connectors
Description of design and improvement steps of each module for high precision
applications are provided in further sections. Experimental results are presented in
order to assess performance of the units. Within the scope of the thesis development
details of only some modules such as rotational intermodular conveyor system, galvo
laser beam scanner and high precision positioning stage are presented where author
was directly involved in design process. Also brief information and experimental re-
sults for parallel kinematic delta robot and autofocusing vision system are introduced
in order to present full picture of the proposed microfactory concept.
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4.2 Rotational Intermodular Transportation Mech-
anism
Rotational Intermodular Transportation Mechanism (RITM) is depicted in Fig. 4.6.
The role of the RITM is to convey samples to be manufactured to a desired pro-
cessing module. After each unit accomplished its task, the circular plate rotates and
carries samples to the next unit in question for further processing. Final product
is assumed to be ready after one whole rotational cycle of the plate. Mechanism is
driven by a 12 V brushless DC motor coupled to a rectangular gear box with gear
ratio of 47:1. Electrical drive is nominally comprises gear head with 43:1 ratio and
digital encoder inside for reading angular positions. The mechanism structure en-
ables parallel processing with more precise and backlash-free positioning capabilities
that are important assets in micro-positioning compared to conventional conveyor
belt mechanisms.
Figure 4.6: Rotational intermodular transportation mechanism structure
Circular plate has a 30cm diameter and 5mm thickness. It contains of four rect-
angular cell spacings at the edges with 90  angular separations for placing sample
plates on which micro parts to be machined can be sited. The main advantage of
such approach is that sample plate's internal pattern may vary with the size and
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dimensions of micro parts and can be product specic without aecting the whole
circular plate structure (refer to Fig. 4.7). They can be easily removed or replaced by
dierent type if necessary. Hence it adds exibility on machining any micro product
without modifying the whole design.
Figure 4.7: Possible examples of sample plates
4.2.1 Positioning Issues
Positioning of the RITM should be performed precisely because any variations or
errors in positioning may consequently degrade the operational accuracy of the mod-
ules. For this particular design a 90  angle of rotation is expected ideally with
the completion of each task. Any small deection in rotational angle greatly eects
translational positioning of a specimen. This phenomena is demonstrated in Fig. 4.8.
Figure 4.8: Geometrical relation of rotational angle to translational positions
From the gure it can be noticed that any small rotational error  results in
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translational errors x and y that surely eects overall system performance. Thus
errors in rotational space should be minimized in order to minimize errors in posi-
tioning of the samples. This relation can be expressed by examining geometry of
the plate rotation. Let L be the distance between the centers of circular plate and
rectangular sample plate. Then a small error in positioning  in one direction can
be mapped into errors in x and y on x  y coordinate plane
x = L sin (4.1)
y = L(1  cos) (4.2)
From the equations it can be clearly inferred that errors in x   y plane greatly
depend on both the radius of the circular plate and the error in rotational space. For
the rotary plate under consideration in this design L has a value of approximately
125mm. For instance, if error in positioning of approximately 0:01 mechanical de-
grees is assumed then deviation of the positions in translation space can be calculated
as x = 21:8m and y = 1:9nm. So by minimizing errors in positioning angles
one can minimize positioning error in x  y coordinates.
4.2.2 Positioning experiments and results
The role of RITM is to rotate and accurately deliver the specimen to the workspace
of a module in question for further processing operations. Since samples are placed
90 from each other the control of positioning with right angles should be precise.
Therefore, for this model a PI controller is used to reach a desired performance in
positioning. Experimental results for stair case reference inputs with the controller
under consideration is provided in Fig. 4.9).
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Figure 4.9: 10 reference stair case response
The positioning results with this controller is precise enough to meet the oper-
ational needs of the processing modules without degrading precision of the system.
The response is relatively slow to reach the desired position due to the double stage of
high ratio gear head of a DC motor and the external gear box. However, positioning
in few seconds is negligible for such simple delivery tasks.
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4.3 Parallel Kinematic Robots
4.3.1 Delta robot description
Manipulation is one of the crucial functions in manufacturing since parts should be
moved or manipulated by some exertion of external actions if necessary. Manipula-
tor mechanisms can be used for gripping, pick-place, assembly or injection purposes.
Precision and speed of manipulation is an important asset especially in micromanu-
facturing. For this purpose two parallel kinematic robots are developed to accomplish
microassembly and pick-place tasks (refer to Fig. 4.10). Crucial advantage of parallel
mechanisms over serial robots is their more precise, faster and stier performance
characteristic. The main drawback of parallel robots is limited operational space due
to complex correlated structure of the mechanisms. However for micro-manipulation
applications where small workspace is concerned this shortage can be disregarded.
Figure 4.10: Parallel Kinematic Delta Robot
Final prototype of the robot is compact in size with 40 mm3 operational space
volume. It has three metallic arms mounted to backlash-free BLDC motors at the
base and connected to triangular frame on the other end with omnidirectional motion
exibility in x   y   z coordinates. Mechanical design steps and forward-inverse
kinematics of the robot are derived and presented in [32] as Ph.D work. Therefore
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the details of mathematical kinematic model of the robot is beyond the scope of this
work.
4.3.2 Experiments and Results
In order to assess the performance of the derived kinematics and the controller some
experiments are conducted. The experimental setup is given in Fig.4.11. Here, a low
power laser pointer is attached to the end eector of the robot and task space positions
in x y coordinates are measured by means of Position Sensitive Device (PSD) which
has 4mm4mm detection area. PID controller with disturbance observer is employed
to reach desired positioning in task space. Corresponding system responses for both
conguration and task space are provided below.
Figure 4.11: Delta robot experimental setup
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Figure 4.12: (a) 2 mm circle reference (f = 2Hz) (b) Corresponding motor angle
ref. vs. actual position
Figure 4.13: (a) 2 mm circle reference (f = 4Hz) (b) Corresponding motor angle
ref. vs. actual position
x   y plots for 2 mm circle reference with 2 Hz and 4 Hz frequency and actual
positions measured by means of incremental encoders embedded in the actuators are
provided in Fig.4.12 and Fig.4.13, respectively. These results validate the accuracy
of the proposed controller with precision of approximately 70 m
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Figure 4.14: 1mm radius f=4 Hz circle reference (a) ref. vs. sensor (b) ref. vs.
encoder
Figure 4.15: 0.1mm radius f=1 Hz circle reference (a) ref. vs. sensor (b) ref. vs.
encoder
Similarly, tracking of smaller circular references are also tested with the controller
as in Fig.4.14 and 4.15. Measurements in conguration space and task space are
provided to verify the accuracy of theoretical kinematics of the robot.
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4.4 Autofocusing Inspection System
4.4.1 Camera system description
Micro-manufacturing of meso, micro and nano parts requires accurate inspection and
detection vision systems. In that sense, the desire to have measurements from a vision
unit has been increasing rapidly with the recent developments in small scale robotics
applications like micromanipulation or microassembly. CCD cameras integrated to
optical microscope systems are usually preferred as the measurement and inspections
units for micro level applications due to their simple and cheap nature. They are
widely employed for visual feedback of automated cellular micro-injection tasks or
micro-manipulation and microassembly of tiny electromechanical parts. These tasks
require continuous adjustment of magnication and focus of the vision equipment for
precise detection of the edges and measurement of micro part location. In order to
attain precise micro part inspection within microfactory concept a new autofocusing
microscope setup is designed [33] as shown in Fig. 4.16)
Figure 4.16: Autofocusing camera system
The presented system is small in size in order to t to microfactory and consist
of a miniature TIMM 400 Digital Miniature Microscope. The microscope provides
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freedom of focusing by means of adjusting screw to have the desired images with
sharp edges. Magnication level of the microscope is primarily related to the distance
between the microscope objective and the object to be viewed. Therefore the system
has two degrees of freedom thus two DC motors are used to automatically adjust
both magnication and focus of the camera. Experiments with this system displayed
clear relations between the eect of changing magnication on focus and changing
focus on magnication. These relations are analyzed and a self optimizing controller
is proposed based on acceleration control framework. The description of the systems
mechanical design, the analysis of coupling between magnication and focus, and the
mathematical derivation of the self optimizing controller are presented in detail in
[Eray's paper] and beyond the scope of this work.
4.4.2 Experimental Results
In order to verify the optimization algorithm, experiments are carried out for testing
the robustness of the system against changes in the magnication level. Initially, the
camera is focused on an very small image and then a reference position is given to the
magnication motor resulting in change of the magnitude of zoom. With the changes
in the zoom level, the camera becomes defocused then the focusing algorithm start
to run. The results of the experiment are given in in Fig. 4.17) below.
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Figure 4.17: Autofocusing experimental results
The rst plot shows how the sharpness of a focused system changes with the
changes in zooming level and how the proposed algorithm recovers back the focus
level. The images taken during this procedure is also given below the plots to pro-
vide further insight to the overall process. Initially, the camera is focused at certain
magnication level then the camera is slowly raised up resulting in drop in focus and
magnication level. Then the algorithms start to run to adjust the focus and mag-
nication to an optimum level. It is obvious from the sharpness plots of the system
and from the recorded pictures that the algorithm is robust against the disturbance
created by the magnication motor and can track the gradient until the maximum
focus point for this level of magnication is recovered.
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4.5 Galvanometric Laser Beam Steering System
Micro-machining is crucial for micromanufacturing applications where micro-mechanical
cutting, electrochemical (ECM), electrical discharge (EDM) or laser machining tech-
niques are widely used [5]. Main advantage of laser micromachining over other men-
tioned techniques is it has minimized focus resolution, low heat input and high ex-
ibility of power and beam control. With development of short and ultrashort pulse
lasers such as femtosecond lasers it become possible to machine parts with ultra pre-
cision [34]. It is due to laser light that consists of photons. They are much smaller
than electrons and suitable for very high precision machining applications down to
few microns. Laser technology can be used for welding, cladding, ablation, strip-
ping, trimming, cleaning of micro parts, texturing of micro-channels, 3D printing
and marking [24]. Two laser machining techniques are widely employed such as syn-
chronised overlay scanning (SOS) with masking and sync scan (SS) by direct write
method where laser beam is scanned by mirrors or motion stage [35]. First method
is widely used for MEMS fabrication with use of masks that determine the pattern
to be machined and aperture describes the depth of the substrate. In direct writing
method the laser beam is focused and used for machining purposes where high speed
is of main concern. It is exible since it doesn't require mask and the texture data to
be machined can be provided in software program preserving low cost and exible im-
plementation compared to masking method. The size of a writing pattern is limited
to rotational angles of scanning mirrors or the stroke size of a motion stage. Com-
bination of both galvanometric laser beam steering system and motion stage can be
also used to increase the writing area [36]. Galvanometric laser beam steering frame-
works are widely used for writing 1D images thus single mirror is used for reection
of laser light, or 2D and 3D dimensional patterns can be machined with employment
of two or more mirrors [37]. They are also used for laser material microprocessing
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[38], medical imaging [39] or marking [40]. By controlling angular position of the
motors with attached mirrors in a proper way a desired image can be achieved on
the image eld. Image is measured and assessed by means of position photodetectors
[41]. Minimum rotation angle and size of mirrors determines the resolution of an
image and scanning speed [42]. One advantage of galvo scanners over motion stages
is their fast scanning speed. Higher resolution means higher amount of data to be
processed hence smaller mirrors permit fast processing. Higher data processing for
galvos can be achieved by employment of fast computational units such as DSP and
FPGA [43]. However larger image size processing may require addition of motion
stage. This section presents application of galvanometric laser beam steering system
[44] for machining or marking images in micron scale for microfactory. A simple
kinematic model of two motors with attached mirrors is derived. Model is tuned and
veried for both forward and inverse kinematics by two sensors; position sensitive
device (PSD) placed on image eld and the optical position sensor (OPS) embedded
in the galvo motors. Reference shapes to be tracked are provided as CAD drawings.
Drawings are parsed to x   y coordinate points, interpolated and further fed to the
system as reference voltages. By implementation of PI controller the angular position
of the motors are controlled to minimize laser beam position error on image eld [45].
4.5.1 System Overview
Galvo scanner system [44] under consideration in this paper is depicted in Fig. 4.18.
Two silver-coated octagon shaped mirrors are attached to galvanometer motors with
limited angular travel of 20 mechanical degrees. Its acceleration is directly pro-
portional to the current applied to the stator coils. Current owing through coils
induces ux that turns permanent magnet rotor through an arc. This conguration
enables faster response and higher system resonant frequencies compared to rotor
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coil conguration. Optical position detector embedded in the system provides motor
position information. As the galvos move dierent amounts of light are detected by
photodiodes and the produced current is proportional to motor position. Commer-
cial servo driver boards that include both controller and amplier circuits is used
to drive the actuators. The servo circuit interprets current position of the motors
from the position detector then by means of PID controller regulates drive currents
of the actuator by positioning them to the desired position and synchronizing. The
driver is voltage controlled meaning that applied voltages are proportional to certain
degrees of angular rotation. This rotation of the mirrors result in certain motion of
the reected laser ray on image plane. Hence by controlling voltages, control of an
image coordinates can be achieved on x  y plane.
Figure 4.18: Galvo laser beam scanning system
4.5.2 Kinematics of the system
For precise marking laser beam should be guided accordingly to draw desired image on
the surface of a specimen. In order to nd the relation between the angular positions
of the mirrors that correspond to applied voltages and the position of reected laser
spot on image eld, a kinematic model should be derived. Theoretical model based on
the geometry of the reected laser beam is presented in [46,47]. However these models
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are based on ideal assumptions. In practical implementation for micro-positioning
the position of the beam on x   y plane greatly sensitive to the size of the mirrors,
orientation of the laser light source, distance between two mirrors, distance from
the sample of interest and imperfection in drive electronics. The relation between
applied voltage and the optical angle of reected light should be determined with
minimum error for accurate positioning on image eld. For this purpose parameters
of transformation from conguration space to image space should be tuned in order
to achieve the best performance. Fig. 4.19 demonstrates the geometry of laser light
reection and eect of galvos rotation on the beam reected to the x y image plane.
Figure 4.19: Laser beam reection geometry by means of galvo mirrors
The laser ray rst hits the mirror X, reected light further hits the mirror Y and
nally appears on image eld as a spot. When mirror X or mirror Y are rotated
the beam moves in x or y direction on x   y coordinate plane, respectively. Then
the relation between optical angles and x  y coordinate points can be expressed as
follows
x = (r +
p
d2 + y2) tan x (4.3)
y = d tan y (4.4)
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Here, x and y are coordinates of beam position on image eld, x and y are optical
rotation angles of mirrors, r and d are the distance between mirrors and the distance
from mirror Y to image eld respectively. According to vendors specications applied
voltage to the galvos is half of mechanical rotational angle where mechanical angle is
proportional to optical angle. Then this relation can be expressed as follows
Vx =
1
2
x = Kxx (4.5)
Vy =
1
2
y = Kyy (4.6)
Here, Kx and Ky are scaling constants due to commercial driver input voltage to
output mirror angle relations. Then substituting Eq. 4.5 and Eq. 4.6 into Eq. 4.7
and Eq. 4.8 a following voltage to scalar coordinate points relation can be obtained
x = (r +
p
d2 + y2) tan(
Vx
Kx
) (4.7)
y = d tan(
Vy
Ky
) (4.8)
given x   y reference coordinates of the desired image the required voltages can
be calculated by inverse transformation of the relation given in Eq. 4.7 and Eq. 4.8
Vx = Kx arctan(
x
r +
p
d2 + y2
) (4.9)
Vy = Ky arctan(
y
d
) (4.10)
When reference points xref and yref of the desired shapes are provided by the user
the reference voltages Vx and Vy are generated and fed to the system to achieve the
desired position on image plane. Fig. 4.20 and Fig. 4.21 present simulation results for
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the model given above. Here, voltage is applied between Vmin =  10V and Vmax =
10V due to driver limitations and corresponding x and y coordinates are plotted.
For simplicity parameters are chosen as Kx = Ky = 0:25. Since applications in
microfactory consider image sizes in microns and few millimeters the range of interest
is taken between Vmin =  2V and Vmax = 2V as labeled with rectangular regions
with dashed lines. In this regions the system has approximately linear behavior.
Figure 4.20: System behavior in x coordinate
Figure 4.21: System behavior in y coordinate
The actual model can be determined by measuring positions on image plane and
by tuning Kx and Ky parameters actual positions can be matched with the reference
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positions. Once the model is tuned oine, further ne positioning with employment
of controller additional compensation of errors online can be achieved.
4.5.3 Reference image generation
The overall system block diagram is depicted in Fig. 4.22. One advantage of the cur-
rent approach is the ease and exibility of reference image generation. Flexibility of
desired image generation to be marked or machined is crucial especially in industrial
applications where user doesn't have to constrain him/herself with xed images to
be machined. Instead user should be simply able to draw any demanded pattern as
CAD drawing. For this purpose coordinates of the desired output image for a galvo
scanning system are generated from CAD drawing with implementation of coordi-
nate points parsing algorithm on MATLAB. Before parsing, the desired image to be
marked or machined should be saved as any 2D CAD le in dxf format. The parsing
algorithm reads dxf le line-by-line and determines the geometry of the input shape
as circle, line or etc. When appropriate shapes are detected that match any shape
in program library equally spaced data points are tted through the entire path of
the pattern and stored as vectors. By means of interpolation algorithm more points
are tted in between the parsed data points in order to obtain more accurate shape.
Generated x and y coordinate points are further extracted as arrays in C code by
implementation of MATLAB fopen and fprintf functions. C le is then included
as reference input data le to the system.
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Figure 4.22: Overall system block diagram
4.5.4 Model tuning and verication
In order to satisfy accuracy in positioning both in conguration space and image
space one should guaranty that the model is valid for both forward and inverse trans-
formations. To achieve accurate response of the system the derived model is tuned
by alteration of Kx and Ky parameters of the kinematic equations that are in turn
proportional to voltages applied to the system. The model is tuned oine by manu-
ally matching xmeasPSD and y
meas
PSD positions measured by position sensitive device (PSD)
placed on image eld with those of reference data points xref and yref supplied to the
system. Optical position sensor (OPS) embedded in galvo motors is used to measure
angular positions of the galvo motors as voltage values V measx and V
meas
y . Measured
voltages can be used to obtain xmeasOPS and y
meas
OPS points by forward transformation
equations given by Eq. 4.7 and Eq. 4.8 and then compared with xmeasPSD and y
meas
PSD (see
Fig. 4.23). Therefore by minimizing the errors e
0
x, e
0
y, e
meas
x and e
meas
y the system
model approaches to more accurate form. Since PSD device placed on image plane
has to be removed for operations where high power laser is considered for machining
and marking, online minimization of the errors in x and y become infeasible without
PSD data. Therefore model tuning is performed manually. For further online control
applications OPS is suitable for position feedback to compensate errors.
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Figure 4.23: 100 m circle PSD to OPS measurement plot
Figure 4.24: 100 m circle PSD to OPS measurement error plot
Plots measured at conguration space and image eld are given in Fig.4.24 to
verify validity of both forward and inverse models with errors within 2% of the desired
shape.
4.5.5 Controller approach
For online applications the main goal is to compensate positioning errors ex and ey by
appropriately regulating input voltages. For this purpose the inverse transformation
equation is modied as
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Vx = (Kx +Kx) arctan(
x
r +
p
d2 + y2
) (4.11)
Vy = (Ky +Ky) arctan(
y
d
) (4.12)
here, Kx and Ky are the regulation variables. These variables are result of the
controller. Since the galvo system has a linear behavior between inputs and outputs
a simple PI control method can be employed to achieve error compensation. Then
the controller is expressed mathematically as follows
ex = x
ref   xmeasOPS (4.13)
ey = y
ref   ymeasOPS (4.14)
then
Kx = Kpxex +Kix
Z
exdt (4.15)
Ky = Kpyey +Kiy
Z
eydt (4.16)
Here, ex and ey are the errors in x and y position on image plane, x; y
ref are the
reference coordinates and x; ymeasOPS are the measured points by optical position sensor.
Kpx;y and Kix;y are the proportional and integral controller gains.
4.5.6 Experimental results
Experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 4.25 to assess the system for positioning. It
consists of galvanometric laser beam scanner system, low power laser pointer and
position sensitive device placed under the system. Two mirrors reect the laser ray
coming from side to the image eld where the PSD is placed. PSD has 4mmX4mm
sensitive area with detection resolution of 1m. The sensor is separated into four
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quadrants thus enabling both positive and negative x   y coordinates. dSPACE
1103 is used as a RT controller unit and the galvo drivers are employed to drive the
motors. For experiments an ordinary laser pointer is chosen to avoid PSD damage.
2D images are drawn on Microsoft Oce Visio 2007 software program and saved in
dxf le format. The le is further parsed, interpolated and saved as C code. Voltage
references are calculated and fed to the system. Position measurements are taken by
calibrated optical position sensor and experimental results are presented below.
Figure 4.25: Galvo experimental setup
System response with PI controller for 250 m and 50 m radius circle reference
is provided in Fig. 4.26 and Fig. 4.28. Error plots for these references demonstrate
that inaccuracies are in the range of less than 2%.
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Figure 4.26: 250 m radius circle reference tracking response
Figure 4.27: 250 m radius circle reference tracking error
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Figure 4.28: 50 m radius circle reference tracking response
Figure 4.29: 50 m radius circle reference tracking error
For assessing the system behavior for sharp edges a rectangular reference shape
is drawn as letter "G" as depicted in Fig. 4.30 and Fig. 4.32. For these references
system has errors also within 2%.
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Figure 4.30: 1 mm size rectangular "G" letter reference tracking response
Figure 4.31: 1 mm size rectangular "G" letter reference tracking error
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Figure 4.32: 100 m size rectangular "G" letter reference tracking response
Figure 4.33: 100 m size rectangular "G" letter reference tracking error
For assessment of the system in real marking applications, a 100 W laser with 25
KHz pulsed light conguration is used. Beam is focused by means of focusing lens
and directed to anodized coated black aluminum substrate. The marked results for
circles and letter "G" are provided in Fig. 4.34 and Fig. 4.35 respectively.
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Figure 4.34: 50 m and 150 m radius marked circles
Figure 4.35: 400 m marked rectangular letter "G"
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4.6 High precision positioning stage
With miniaturization of devices and high precision positioning systems in various
elds, ne positioning become crucial. For this purpose several researches are devoted
to design reliable and precise actuators for last two decades. Though electromagnetic
actuators are common positioning devices they lack high precision, suer from high
hysteresis, backlash and low stiness. For this reason piezoelectric actuators become
advantageous for their high precision, low power consumption, high stiness and
higher stall force to size ratio characteristics. Nowadays a demand for such actuators
arises in various elds including medical, industrial and aerospace applications where
ne positioning is of main concern. Positioning in micro and nano scales requires
careful examination of the system and application of relevant control techniques.
Piezoelectric motors proved to be compatible in MRI scanner applications where
traditional electromagnetic actuators are prohibited because of electromagnetic eld
interactions that eect functionality of the MRI system [48]. They can be eectively
employed in AFMs where stationing of a specimen in nanometers is required [49].
Piezoelectric actuators are generally integrated to ne precision positioning stages.
Translation stages with piezoelectric actuators can be exploited in single DOF po-
sitioners [50-52] or multiple DOF positioning [53-55]. Since piezoelectric actuators
are non-linear and inherit hysteresis their control become dicult. Hysteresis can
be overcome by applying compensation techniques to linearize the system rst and
implement linear controllers such as PID to improve positioning accuracy [56]. Hys-
teresis can be also modeled as Duhem [57], Prandtl-Ishlinskii [58] or Preisach [59]
models and by designing proper controllers desired accuracy can be achieved. Sev-
eral control techniques are proposed to improve the tracking error in literature such
as fuzzy controller [60], repetitive controllers [61,62] or repetitive control augmented
with non-linear PID controller [63]. Feedforward control with PID gain scheduling
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for walking PiezoLEGS motor [64] is presented in [65,66]. In this approach over-
shoots are signicantly improved by varying amplitude and phase of the waveforms
with overlapping trajectories. Since phase and amplitude of the actuator is related to
the step size [67], by modulating these parameters step size control can be achieved.
Authors proposed an adaptive controller scheme for step size control by changing
amplitude and phase shift between sinusoidal waveforms to improve positioning pre-
cision and overshoots. Polynomial controller for the same type of motor that involves
velocity polynomial function according to position error and step size is introduced
in [68]. Here, similarly velocity of stepping and step size is varied with approach-
ing to desired position to improve overshoots. Authors also proposed a bang-bang
controller method applied to nano-robotic positioning stage [69]. Optimal control
methods such as Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA) is also employed for ne position-
ing [70]. Walking piezoelectric motor is modeled and simulated in [71]. Based on
the model optimal driving waveforms are derived that improve the driving proper-
ties of the motor. This section presents micro/nano-metric positioning control of a
piezo-walker [64] in both discontinuous and continuous modes. Static and dynamical
models of the legs are derived. Some identication experiments are conducted to
verify the models. Based on identications controllers for both modes of operation
are designed. These approaches result in positioning accuracy of the motor down to
micro and nanometers.
4.6.1 Walking piezoelectric motor
Linear quasi-static PiezoLEGS motor is depicted in Fig. 4.36. It is a miniature piezo-
electric linear motor with direct drive-backlash free, quick response and high speed
operational characteristics. operating on walking principle of piezoelectric bimorph
legs. Walking operation of four legs exerts force on the drive rod which results in high
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precision linear motion of the rod (see Fig. 4.37) down to micro-nano-meters. Sin-
gle bimorph leg consists of two electrically insulated stacks of piezoelectric material.
Application of two independent drive voltages to both stacks results in elongation
or bending of the whole leg. This elongation and bending causes movement of the
leg tip in certain trajectory. Tip trajectory of motion varies with applied waveforms,
for instance, application of sinusoidal waveforms with certain phase shift results in
elliptical trajectory movement of the leg tip. Driving waveforms can be controlled by
varying amplitude, phase and frequency. Waveform amplitude and phase dierence
correspond to step size, and frequency is proportional to the speed of stepping [67].
Figure 4.36: PiezoLEGS motor structure
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Figure 4.37: Principles of motor operation in stepping and bending modes
The motor can be driven in two modes: stepping mode and continuous mode. In
stepping mode legs are not continuously in contact with the rod thus they operate
in walking manner as depicted in Fig. 4.37. Legs are driven in pairs of two meaning
that always two of the legs are in contact with the driving rod until other two legs
acquire the rod. In continuous mode, all four legs are in clamping contact with the
drive rod never losing contact. Motion is a result of bending action of the legs. This
allows the highest precision in positioning down to few nano-meters.
Piezoelectric legs are driven by application of positive voltages with amplitudes up
to 46V. Sum of voltages applied to the two piezo stacks of one leg causes the leg to
elongate and the dierence causes it bend. Mathematical model describing deection
and elongation of piezoelectric bimorph is given by Eq. 4.17 and 4.18 [17]. Equa-
tions are derived using basic mechanics principles of static equilibrium and strain
compatibility between layers of bimorph. The model is developed on the basis of
inverse piezoelectric eect and Euler-Bernoulli theory of elastic deformation. The leg
is considered as a cantilever beam and only forces generated by inverse piezoelectric
eect are included and the steady state deection and elongation can be given by
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x =
3d33L
2
4tD| {z }
K1
(u1   u2) (4.17)
y =
d33L
2t| {z }
K2
(u1 + u2) (4.18)
Here, x and y are the deection and elongation of the legs respectively, d33 is
piezoelectric charge constant, L is the length of leg, D is the half width of the leg, t
is the thickness of piezoelectric layer, u1 and u2 are the driving voltages applied to
the stacks.
Dierent waveforms are used to drive bimorph piezoelectric actuators. In turn, the
waveforms themselves can be varied in various ways. For the movement to be as
smooth and accurate as possible, it is desirable to control the frequency, amplitude,
and phase of the waveforms supplied to the piezoelectric legs. This gives the most
freedom in the control of the movements of the dierent legs. For instance, applica-
tion of sinusoidal voltages results in elliptical motion of the leg tip. Phase dierence
between waveforms and amplitude denes step size and frequency sets speed of walk-
ing [66].
4.6.2 Operation in discontinuous mode
In stepping or in discontinuous mode, legs are driven in pairs of two meaning that
always two of the legs are in contact with the driving rod until other two legs acquire
the rod back. In this conguration, legs imitate running action on the rod surface
when periodic positive voltages are applied. This continuous step on and push actions
enables rod motion in horizontal axis. The speed of motion can be adjusted by
changing frequency of the periodic signals.
Static relationships between applied voltages and the leg tip trajectory of movement
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are now used to derive the dependence of step size on amplitude and phase dierence
of the driving voltages applied to two stacks of a single leg. Since driving legs should
be moving in a form of closed periodic trajectory to achieve motion, applied voltages
can be dened as:
u1(t) =
A
2
(1 + sin(!t) (4.19)
u2(t) =
A
2
(1 + sin(!t+ ') (4.20)
u3(t) =
A
2
(1 + sin(!t+ ) (4.21)
u4(t) =
A
2
(1 + sin(!t+  + ') (4.22)
Voltages u1 and u2 are applied to one pair of the legs and voltages u3 and u4 to
other pair. There should be always a phase shift of  radians between the pair of
phase voltages in order to guaranty contact of at least one pair of the legs and the
rod. For instance, to generate elliptical trajectory of motion of the leg tip in x   y
plane one pair moves through the upper half of the ellipse the other pair moves along
lower path then till they switch in between. This switching or stepping behaviour is
repeated periodically. In order to dene step size it is enough to use only one pair of
voltages u1 and u2. The leg tip trajectories of motion for dierent phase values (')
and amplitudes (A) are depicted in Fig. 4.38. Since for this motor the eective motion
is performed in x coordinate therefore step size  depends on dierence between xmin
and xmax. They are the extreme values of the function x(t) which species the motion
in x plane. Then the dependence of the step size on amplitude and phase can be
expressed as
xmax = K1Asin(
'
2
) (4.23)
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xmin =  K1Asin('
2
) (4.24)
 = 2K1Asin(
'
2
) (4.25)
 in Eq. 4.25 is amplitude and phase dependent, and frequency independent.
Frequency of the driven voltages denes velocity of motion of the rod. In other
words, it denes number of elliptic trajectories (i.e. number of steps) that leg tip
makes in a period of time.
Elliptical trajectories of a leg tip movement (x(t) vs y(t) plot) with dierent phase
shifts and a half amplitude is depicted in Fig. 4.38. It can be easily noticed that step
size is highly dependent on amplitude and phase variations.
Figure 4.38: Legs tip trajectory with varied phases (black) and a half amplitude
(red)
It is important to note that the rod motion will be possible only if there is enough
force generated by the legs in the vertical direction. The force generated in the
vertical direction has to be sucient to counteract preload force applied to the rod
by preload springs. It is important that this condition for the motion is true only
when the actuator is not loaded by an external force. The normal force at the tip
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of the leg depends on the elongation of the leg's tip in vertical direction ycon where
they are in contact with the rod denoted as a blue dashed line in Fig. 4.38. If normal
force is too small then there may occur a slip between the leg tip and the rod thus
motion is uncertain and the control of step size is out of question. Therefore the ycon
is a certain threshold to be overcome in order to further perform a desired step in x
dimension. The upper part of the intersection of this line with the elliptical function
of leg movement guarantees the motion of the rod in x plane. Measurement results
reveal that driving voltages with low amplitudes cannot move the rod since too low
forces are produced by the legs in vertical direction. Maximum elongation can be
found as a maximum peak of the elliptical function y(t) and its extreme values are
ymax = K2A(1 + cos(
'
2
)) (4.26)
ymin = K2A(1  cos('
2
)) (4.27)
4.6.2.1 Experimental verication of step size to applied voltage depen-
dence
In order to observe step size dependence on amplitude and phase variation some
experiments are performed. The results are given below. Analytical relationships
are derived by basic curve tting technique. Relation between frequency and the
rod velocity is also analyzed. For establishing dependence of amplitude on step size,
amplitude of the applied waveforms is varied while frequency and phase shift are kept
constant (f = 200 Hz and ' = 90o) and result is provided in Fig. 4.39 conrm that
there is no rod motion exist until some amplitude value or in other words normal force
is exerted. Linear approximation of the dependence between step size and amplitude
(A), in the where rod motion exists can be derived as in Eq. 4.28, with amplitude
given in (V) and step size in (nm).
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 = 119:26A  965:53 (4.28)
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Figure 4.39: Amplitude to step dependence plot
Similarly, dependence between phase dierence of applied waveforms and step
size is established experimentally. Here the phase shift is varied and both amplitude
and frequency are kept constant (f = 200 Hz and A = 20:88 V). Results are shown
in Fig. 4.40. Linear approximation of the dependence between step size and phase
shift ' is given analytically in Eq. 4.29, with phase shift in degrees and step size in
nanometers.
 = 17:02'+ 69:95 (4.29)
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Figure 4.40: Phase shift to step dependence plot
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Finally, the relationship between frequency of driving voltages and the rod velocity
are derived. In this experiment amplitude and phase shift are assumed to be constant
(A = 20:88 V and ' = 90o). Measurement results are depicted in Fig. 4.41. Velocity
is calculated as a step size divided with half period of sine signal since one pair of the
legs generates eective motion during half period of the sine signal. It must be noted
that step size shows negligible variations to frequency change. Therefore average step
size is found to be 1546nm. Linear approximation of frequency (f) to velocity (v)
plot can be expressed as in Eq. 4.30. Here, frequency is given in (Hz) and velocity in
(nm/s).
v = 2880f   113690 (4.30)
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Figure 4.41: Frequency to velocity dependence plot
4.6.2.2 Adaptive Controller Design
Using the information regarding step size dependence on amplitude and phase shift,
an adaptive position controller has been designed to accurately position the actuator
in stepping mode. The purpose of the controller is to control step size according to
absolute error value. Thus the step size is varied with actual position approaching
to the reference position. Steps are categorized into two modes so called macro- and
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micro-stepping modes. Macro-stepping region is assumed to be far away from the
nal reference position value. In this region legs move with bigger and faster steps
until a certain micro-stepping region is crossed. In micro-stepping region since the
magnitude of an absolute error reaches certain small value (mode border), legs move
with smaller steps and slower velocity in order to catch the desired position precisely
with no overshoot. This approach is called as a step size modulation.
In macro-stepping mode position of the actuator is controlled using cascaded P-PI
controller that is based on position and velocity feedbacks. Due to linear relationship
between step size and both amplitude (Eq. 4.28) and phase of the driving voltages
(Eq. 4.29), maximum possible step can be achieved by keeping amplitude and phase
shift at their maximum possible values. Piezoelectric actuator is driven with the
sinusoidal waveforms given in the Eq. 4.19 through Eq. 4.22, and the output of the
controller is an integral of the frequency multiplied by a constant, i.e. !(t). The
controller is dened by the following set of equations
ep = x
ref   xmeas (4.31)
ev = Kppep   vmeas (4.32)
f = Kvpev +Kvi
Z
evdt (4.33)
and
!(t) = 2
Z
fdt (4.34)
As already mentioned the micro-stepping mode is dened based on the magnitude
of the absolute error in position. Absolute error decreases due to the action of the
controller. When its value reaches the predened limiting value, thus jepj < elim,
amplitude and phase of the driving voltages are modulated according to the Eq. 4.36
and Eq. 4.35 also demonstrated graphically in Fig. 4.42 and Fig. 4.43, respectively.
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Figure 4.42: Frequency to absolute error plot
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Figure 4.43: Amplitude to absolute error plot
Phase changes slowly dropping from its maximum value to 0 for very small values
of the absolute error - no movement of the legs. Amplitude is modulated after the
phase reaches some predened value 'lim. Actuator's step size decreases as the
absolute error decreases to settle down to zero when absolute error reaches the vicinity
of zero. Linear controller action is not explicitly changed by new formulation and
stays the same as dened in the Eq. 4.31 through Eq. 4.34. The phase and amplitude
modulations as functions of absolute error are given as
' = 'max
s
jepj
elim
(4.35)
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A = sat(
Amax
'lim
') (4.36)
where maximum and minimum values of the phase and amplitude are bounded
to known values. Function sat() in Eq. 4.36 limits amplitude to its maximum value,
if Amax
'lim
' exceeds it. Overall control system structure is given in Fig. 4.44
Figure 4.44: Adaptive controller scheme
4.6.2.3 Piezo walker driving electronics design
As mentioned before dierent waveforms are used to drive bimorph piezoelectric
actuators. In turn, the waveforms themselves can be controlled in various ways. For
the movement to be as smooth and accurate as possible, it is desirable to adjust the
frequency, amplitude, and phase of the waveforms supplied to the piezoelectric legs.
Most of the digital micro-controllers are able to generate desired waveforms, however
they not capable of providing high voltages or currents to drive actuators. The motor
under consideration in this work can be driven by four phase voltages with variable
frequency, amplitude and phase shift. Though it draws low current in the range of
few mAmps, the voltage that should be applied is up to 46 V that is not feasible
with today's micro-controller electronics. Therefore a need for intermediate amplier
electronics arises.
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Initially, a commercial amplier PDA 3.1 [72] is employed to drive the motor (see
Fig. 4.45). This product is developed by the same company PiezoMotor Uppsala
(Sweden) AB for this particular actuator. It operates at 12 V DC and produces four
phase shifted trapezoidal waveforms to drive four legs. It embeds microcontroller
inside that proportionally relates applied input analog voltage to frequency of the
output waveforms. Frequency which is directly related to the speed of motor can be
adjusted by supplying analog voltage reference to An pin between 0-9.6 V. Hence, the
frequency of the output trapezoidal waveforms is an only controllable parameter for
positioning application. In addition, microcontroller decides on mode of operation:
stepping or bending mode based on control analog voltage level.
Figure 4.45: Commercial driver PDA 3.1
The main disadvantage of this driver is inexibility in adjusting desired or opti-
mized shape of the waveforms for high precision applications. It results in limited
performance characteristics. For this reason in order to gain exibility in control of
applied waveforms two driving circuits are developed; rst generation analog voltage
amplier [73] and second generation half bridge switching converter [74] depicted in
Fig. 4.46. and Fig. 4.47, respectively.
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Figure 4.46: Analog voltage amplier board
Figure 4.47: Half bridge switching converter board
Central component of the voltage amplier is a 20 W audio power amplier that
is able to withstand voltages up to 60 V. The audio amplier is used in classical
non-inverting and inverting voltage amplication stages. Waveforms coming from
controller unit are just amplied by multiplying gain factor. It in fact added more
exibility to waveform adjustment compared to commercial solution and better re-
sults are achieved [72]. However some certain drawbacks of this design are noticed.
One problem encountered is it suers from heat dissipation at audio amplier com-
ponents. Complex design with multiple stages makes it less reliable for dynamic
operations. Since the piezoelectric motor can be driven only with positive voltages
the power amplier is used in single-supply conguration. Single-supply applications
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have inherent problems that dual-supply amplier circuits often overcome. The fun-
damental problem is that power amplier is a dual-supply device by itself, so biasing
using external components to center the ampliers output voltage at mid-supply is
problematic. Also, operation in bending mode requires equal DC voltages to be ap-
plied to both piezo stacks (bimorph). Coupling capacitors placed at the input of
the amplier stages do not allow DC voltages to be applied thus operation only in
stepping mode can be considered. Bulkiness and cost of the current design are other
disadvantages. In order to overcome the mentioned design drawbacks an alternative
solution is considered for this application such as switching converter. Switching
converters are popular because of their exibility in voltage levels with simply ad-
justing switching duty, ease of control and high eciency. Due to the switching
nature of these drivers the power losses can be reduced and heat dissipation can be
overcome. The maximum rated voltage of converters are the maximum rated voltage
of the MOSFETs available on the market (up to 300V). Due to the availability of
integrated solutions the bulkiness and cost of the driver design can be reduced as
well. The designed half bridge switching converter driver schematic is provided in
Fig. 4.48. This topology basically converts input DC voltage ui to desired voltage
waveform uo by switching on or o the transistors according to PWM duty cycle.
By modulating the duty cycles desired waveforms can be acquired by the following
relation
uo = Dui (4.37)
In practical applications for this particular actuator ui is set to 46 V DC and uo
is varied between 0 - 46 V by adjusting duty cycle D. For instance, sinusoidal duties
result in sinusoidal outputs. Thus the converter provides exibility in control of the
phase voltages applied to the motor by controlling only the PWM duty cycle values.
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Figure 4.48: Half bridge converter schematic
4.6.2.4 Experimental results
In order to practically assess the controller for positioning an experimental setup
consisting of a linear stage with motion in vertical direction is designed as shown
in Fig. 4.49. Optical incremental encoder of 5nm pulse resolution is embedded
into the stage to measure the stage displacement. Roller cage linear slides are used
to provide linear low friction motion in the stage. dSPACE 1103 is employed as a
controller unit with control loop of 16 KHz. Duty cycles D1-D4 are the proposed
controller outcomes that proportionally adjust output voltages u1-u4.
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Figure 4.49: Single dimensional piezo motion stage
Step response for step reference of 100m is given in Fig. 4.50 and zoomed view
in Fig. 4.53. The controller shows excellent performance achieving fast settling time
in less than 0:1s and residual steady state error of 75nm. The absolute error limit to
switch between macro- and micro-stepping modes has been set to 10m. The eect of
the amplitude and phase modulation can be seen in the region near steady state value
lasting about 0:05s (between 9:3s and 9:35s). In the region of macro-stepping mode
the actuator is driven with predened maximum velocity, while in micro-stepping the
velocity drops down due to the smaller step size and settling in this mode requires
longer time. The slope of the rise/fall is dictated directly by the limit frequency.
Frequency used for all experiments is 1:5KHz.
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Figure 4.50: 100m step reference response
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Figure 4.51: 100m step reference response, zoomed
For 500m staircase position reference a bidirectional repeatability of controller
controller is tested. Staircase response is shown in the Fig. 4.52. According to the
obtained results both repeatability and accuracy of the controller response is less
than 75nm. Zoomed view given in Fig. 4.53. The eect of the phase and amplitude
modulation can be seen between 7:14s and 7:19s.
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Figure 4.52: 500m stair case reference response
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Figure 4.53: 500m stair case reference response, zoomed
4.6.3 Operation in continuous mode
The highest precision down to nanometers can be achieved by operating the motor in
continuous mode. As mentioned before for a single bimorph leg application of equal
positive voltages results in elongation of the leg till it reaches contact with the rod
thus resulting in normal force. Then by varying the amplitudes of two voltages in
certain range the legs bend producing tangential force that pushes the rod in linear
fashion forward or backward. Hence, by controlling the sum or dierence between
the applied voltages position of the legs can be adjusted [75].
4.6.3.1 Dynamical model of the legs
The dynamical model of the piezo legs in x and y dimensions can be approximated by
simple mass spring damper system (MSD) [76]. In continuous mode all four legs are
in clamping contact with the drive rod therefore all forces exerted by four legs should
be considered. Actuator dynamical model in y coordinate is given in Fig. 4.54.
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Figure 4.54: Legs and rod MSD model in y coordinate
Here, mr is a mass of the rod, Kr is a stiness of the ceramic material it is made
of and Br is a damping constant of the rod. myl is a mass of a single leg, kyl is a
stiness of piezoceramic material and byl is a damping coecient of the legs due to
rollers, Fp is a spring preload force and FN is a normal force exerted by the legs on
drive rod. In this model surface interactions between legs and the rod are neglected
hence stiction forces are considered. Mass of the rod and piezo legs are assumed to
be combined. From the MSD model it can be derived that
M = mr + 4myl (4.38)
K = kyr + 4kyl (4.39)
B = byr + 4byl (4.40)
then the normal force can be expressed as follows
FN =< Fipe   Fp > (4.41)
where Fp is a force applied by the spring pre-load and Fipe is a total force due to
inverse piezoelectric eect of four legs which is a sum of forces applied by each leg.
According to Eq. 4.41 in order to produce motion in x plane the normal force FN
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should be greater than zero above some threshold thus Fipe should be always greater
than Fp. Then the dynamical equation for motion in y plane can be nalized as
M yr +B _yr +Kyr = FN (4.42)
Legs dynamics in x direction can be described as interaction between legs and
the rod as depicted in Fig. 4.55. In this model since piezo legs and the drive rod are
in clamping contact, no relative motion between the legs and the rod exists. Hence,
kinetic friction forces are not considered and only static friction force fs is taken into
account which is
fs  sFN (4.43)
here fs is a stiction force, s is a friction coecient and FN is a normal force
applied by the legs on drive rod. Hence, in order to produce motion of the rod in
horizontal direction with no slip, legs should exert enough normal force on the rod.
Once this condition is satised then the overall dynamical equation of the rod and
the legs combined in x dimension can be written given that
M = mr + 4mxl (4.44)
K = 4kxl (4.45)
B = bxr + 4bxl (4.46)
M xr +B _xr +Kxr =< Fx   Fl > (4.47)
then
M xr +B _xr +Kxr = FT (4.48)
From the Eq. 4.47 it can be inferred that in order to generate a motion in x plane
and tangential force FT the force Fx generated by bending action of the legs should
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be greater than the load force Fl that is a sum of applied external forces and forces
due to rollers.
Figure 4.55: Legs and rod MSD model in x coordinate
4.6.3.2 Static model and identication
In order to verify static relations experimentally in this mode an identication exper-
iment is conducted. From the theoretical relations given in Eq. 4.17 and Eq. 4.18 the
leg motion in x direction is a result of the voltage dierence applied to the bimorph
and the elongation of the leg in y direction is related to the sum of the voltages.
The relation between rod displacement in y plane versus sum of the applied voltages
is plotted in Fig. 4.56 and motion of the rod in x plane versus voltage dierence is
given in Fig. 4.57. Here, all four legs are considered to perform the same motion. In
Fig. 4.56, equal voltages are applied to both stacks of the bimorphs then it is grad-
ually increased so that legs elongate pushing the rod against the spring load. For
measuring displacement in this coordinate the position measurement device scale is
placed in the direction of elongation. In Fig. 4.57, the voltage dierence is gradually
varied with certain steps and the motion of the rod is measured in x coordinate. A
certain voltage is applied to all four legs in order to them to be in contact with the
rod then voltages are varied and the rod motion is continuously measured. Voltages
are applied in such manner that for each of four legs one stack of a bimorph is pushed
up increasing voltage with certain steps when the other stack is pulled down thus
voltage is lowered with the same steps resulting in overall bending. The resultant
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plots demonstrate approximately linear relation between leg position in both coordi-
nates and applied voltages as proposed in theoretical model. The slopes of the graphs
are estimated as K1 = 7:17 10 8 and K2 = 2:94 10 8, respectively.
These plots alow us to identify the system limits in this mode. Minimum displacement
of the legs in x can be given by the following relation
xmin = K1(umin) (4.49)
here, umin is a minimum voltage dierence that generates motion in x dimension
where umin is measured at 0:055V and substituting K1 into Eq. 4.49 xmin is
calculated as 3:94nm that corresponds to a value within one encoder pulse.
The minimum displacement at which four legs are in rst contact with the rod can
be given as
ycont = K2(ucont) (4.50)
Here, ycont and ucont are the normal displacement and the minimum voltage to
be applied. The minimum voltage at which the rst change in position is observed
is at ucont = 0:5078V then the ycont is calculated substituting values into Eq. 4.50
where ycont = 0:149m.
Similarly, the maximum elongation and deection capabilities of the legs together
with the rod can be determined. The maximum displacement in horizontal direction
is found to be at maximum voltage dierence of umax = 43:7V meaning in displace-
ment of approximately xmax = 3:1m in one direction where elongation is limited
to the maximum voltage that can be applied to the system which is umax = 46V and
it corresponds to approximately ymax = 2:7m.
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Figure 4.56: Rod displacement in y direction vs. sum of phase voltages
Figure 4.57: Rod displacement in x direction vs. dierence of phase voltages
4.6.3.3 Dynamical model parameters identication
Dynamical model denes the system behavior for certain inputs, stability criterion
and its resonance to design a proper controller. Since the eective motion in x is
considered the dynamical model parameters in x direction are derived based on step
response in continuous mode. For this purpose relatively large voltages dierence
applied to the legs and step response plot is recorded. Then a parametric time
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domain system identication analysis is performed for MSD model. Since mass of
the legs and rod are known then the system stiness and damping constants can be
estimated based on system response data. Damped natural frequency of the system
can be expressed as
wd =

tp
(4.51)
where  is a mathematical constant and tp is a peak time of the response plot.
Percent overshoot can be given as
PO =
ypeak   yss
yss
(4.52)
here, ypeak and yss are the peak and steady state responses respectively. The the
damping ratio of the system is
 =
s
(lnPO)2
(lnPO)2   2 (4.53)
The stiness of the system can be determined from the equation
wd =
r
K
M
p
1  2 (4.54)
Since the combined mass of the legs and the rod is known, by substituting the
calculated parameters stiness K can be derived. Similarly the damping constant
can be calculated from
B =
2K
wd
p
1  2 (4.55)
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The second order transfer function of the system can be expressed as
T (s) =
X(s)
FT (s)
=

Ms2 +Bs+K
(4.56)
where  is a scaling constant relating deection and force. Assuming the linear
relation between applied voltage and the force exist then the equation can be rewritten
as
T (s) =
X(s)
U(s)
=

Ms2 +Bs+K
(4.57)
where  is a scaling constant relating voltage to deection. The actual step
response plot and the estimated model response plot for the same voltage dierence
input is depicted in Fig. 4.58.
Figure 4.58: Actual and estimated system step response plots
4.6.3.4 Controller scheme
Based on identication experiments the model is assumed to be linear and a PI
controller is proposed to achieve desired positioning. By controlling the dierence
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between the applied voltages a position control in x dimension can be achieved. The
proposed controller scheme is designed as follows
ep = x
ref   xmeas (4.58)
u = Kpep +Ki
Z
epdt (4.59)

u1
u2

=
1
2

1 1
 1 1

| {z }
H2

u
uN

(4.60)
xdes = K(u1   u2) (4.61)
From the controller equations above xref and xmeas are the reference and measured
positions respectively, and ep is error in position. u is a control voltage which is a
result of PI controller that pushes ep to zero also minimizing the steady state error.
Since the system requires two inputs u1 and u2 the calculated u control action is
further decoupled by Hadamard transformation H2 of u and uN vector in Eq. 4.60.
A Hadamard matrix is useful for the transformation of variables into common and
dierential modes, which relates to the functions. In other words, this coordinate
transformation performs modal decomposition. It also satises the both conditions
given in Eq. 4.17- 4.18 thus the sum of the voltages is equal to a certain voltage uN
at which the legs produce enough normal force to result in stiction of the legs to the
rod. This enables further bending of the legs to be able to push the drive rod in
x plane with no slip when the dierence in voltage is u that is a controller output.
Hence, calculated control output sets the position of the motor in desired position in
x coordinate.
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4.6.3.5 Experimental results
In order to assess the controller for positioning in bending mode the same experi-
mental setup consisting of a linear stage with motion in vertical direction is used.
dSPACE 1103 is used as a controller unit and the designed half bridge switching
converter driver [73] is employed to drive the motor. Duty cycles d1 and d2 are the
controller outcomes. Only DC voltages are considered to drive the legs in bending
mode.
Experimental results for staircase response of the actuator with 50 and 10 nm steps
are provided in Fig. 4.59 and Fig. 4.61, respectively.
Figure 4.59: 50 nm stair case response
Figure 4.60: 50 nm stair case error
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Figure 4.61: 10 nm stair case response
Figure 4.62: 10 nm stair case error
Sinusoidal reference tracking of 100 nm peak to peak amplitude and frequency of
1 Hz is given in Fig. 4.63.
Figure 4.63: 100 nm p-p sinusoidal reference tracking response
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From the Fig. 4.62 it can be seen that error in positioning is 5nm with some
jumps in measurement device. Taking the fact that commercial encoder has nominally
dithering pulses of 5nm due to electronics, the error can be interpreted to be due
to measurement noise related to environmental disturbance. This behavior can be
observed primarily when no control action is applied to the system and can not
be avoided without employment of special isolation equipment. Despite this fact,
overall performance of the controller demonstrate accurate positioning response of
the system for very small displacements.
4.6.4 High precision positioning stage design
High precision positioning stages are widely employed to precisely deliver a specimen
to a desired destination. They are also useful for scanning and micromachining of the
micro systems. Since precise control and drive of the piezoelectric motor is achieved
a design of two DOF of positioning stage is proposed for ne positioning of the micro
parts within the microfactory concept. The conceptual and manufactured designs
are presented in Fig. 4.64 and Fig. 4.65, respectively.
Figure 4.64: Two dimensional high precision positioning stage CAD drawing
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Figure 4.65: Manufactured and assembled high precision positioning stage
The stage is compact in size having dimensions of 6cm  6cm  4:8cm and can
be easily incorporated into the system. Two PiezoLEGS Caliper motors are used to
precisely drive the stages in x-y plane. Piezowalkers utilized here slightly diers from
those of discussed previously just from structural point of view. These actuators
have two sets of walking legs residing within the motor housing thus 4 legs at both
sides of the rod totally of 8 legs are embedded in order to double driving and stall
force characteristics (refer to Fig. 4.66). In other words, it can be assumed that two
motors are merged together to drive the rod and result in more powerful actuation.
The Piezo LEGS Caliper is designed for stage integration. It is miniaturized to a
degree where it will t inside a linear stage or a goniometer stage. The motor is easily
mounted in the stage blocks using eight screws.
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Figure 4.66: Piezo calliper motor scheme
According to the vendor's specications such structure is capable of driving loads
up to 20 N. It makes it more eective and reliable for positioning with high accu-
racy of much higher loads compared to stage weight and size. Since the operational
principle of the "8-legged" motor remains the same with that of "4-legged", control
and driving techniques are valid for both types. The proposed motion stage can be
utilized for any two dimensional high precision positioning applications. Within the
scope of microfactory project it is considered to be further employed under galvano-
metric laser scanning system to increase working area and complexity of machining
by synchronizing together with galvo mirrors.
4.7 Software Design
4.7.1 Software Organization
Once all of the modules are ready they are assembled together to a microfactory
concept for further cooperative tasks. As mentioned before each unit is self-sucient
with it's control software. However operation in cooperative way requires organization
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of overall software in order to set a certain decision logic and communication between
the modules. It is also useful to keep parallelism in processing with no overheads
and latency. Therefore each software code running behind the functional units is
partitioned into ve functions running inside two real time loops. The reason of such
approach is due the capabilities of the dSPACE controller platform to run two real
time loops at once. Keeping each chunk of code pertaining to a specic module as a
function would keep the modularity and simplicity of organizing the overall system.
Decision when to run the modules is done based on state machine logic. Idea behind
the state logic here is to operate all four processing units upon rotary conveyor system
state. If the rotational transportation system is delivered and stationed a specimen
to the modules it rises a ready ag after which units start to process the sample
in question. Similarly, when the tasks are accomplished by all modules (with the
last module nishing its task) the ready ag is raised again and the delivery system
proceeds to next rotation task.
For testing the complete system a simple application is considered in the beginning.
The system is set as in Fig.4.67 and the process ow is considered as shown in
Fig.4.68.
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Figure 4.67: Possible system organization
Figure 4.68: Possible process ow
Let's consider a simple process with marking of a certain pattern on a tiny metallic
ball. Then a sample plate should have holes in order balls sit on them. Plate can be
segmented into ve areas as depicted in Fig.4.69; detection area where balls are going
to reside initially and camera determines their current positions, machining area at
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the center of the plate for galvo system to mark a certain image on it, inspection area
where machined balls are examined for correctness of the pattern, two more segments
at the bottom where proper and faulty parts reside after decision of the inspection
unit.
Figure 4.69: Sample plate organization
For this particular example, the process ow can be organized as follows; once a
ball specimen is positioned into "Detection area" of sample plate the rotary conveyor
system primarily proceeds to a homing procedure, then the specimen is delivered
to initial processing module which in this case is the camera system. Entire sam-
ple plate needs to be scanned and specimens are detected in the beginning in order
identify their positions on sample plate. Current position information is provided to
the function running behind the next module in question as a reference for further
tasks. Therefore, since pick-place is a second task to be performed on this specimen
the position information received from the camera function is passed to the delta
robot function. When conveyor mechanism delivers the specimen to delta robot, it
will already contain data where exactly the specimen is located. It picks the sample
and places it into the machining area at the center of the sample plate. Rotation is
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performed once more for galvo system to further machine or mark a certain pattern
on a ball specimen. Then the conveyor system runs forward to the second delta robot
for it to pick and place the part into the "Inspection area". This is done in order
for camera system nally inspect and check the validity of the machined image. If
the pattern is accepted to be satisfactory then the system proceeds to the next delta
robot for placing the micro part to a "Proper parts" area. In other case it places it
to a "Faulty parts" section. By such approach operator may keep track of successful
and faulty parts that are machined by just looking a the segmented area on the plate.
Short example of program ow for this particular application can be described by
pseudocodes as follows
                     
conveyorHoming();
if conveyorHoming == Done then
cameraDetection();
else
cameraWait();
end if
if cameraDetection == Done then
coveyorRotation();
else
conveyorWait();
end if
if conveyorRotation == Done then
deltaP ickP lace(samplePos);
else
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deltaWait();
end if
                     
Similarly, for inspection and separation of the machined parts into correct and
faulty categories can be done as given bellow:
                     
cameraInspection();
if cameraInspection == Done then
conveyorRotation();
if conveyorRotation == Done then
if sampleImage == Proper then
deltaP ickP lace(properRefPos);
else
deltaP ickP lace(faultyRefPos);
end if
else
deltaWait();
end if
else
conveyorWait();
end if
                     
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4.7.2 Human Machine Interface
For ease of interaction between the system and the operator a need for a Human
Machine Interface (HMI) arises. The role of HMI is to allow users simply control the
system by setting desired references and also observe system operational ow at any
instant of time. By that way user can operate the system through graphical interface
so he or she doesn't have to burden him/herself with the details of the codes running
behind the system.
4.7.2.1 GUI
Designed Graphical User Interface (GUI) for microfactory under consideration in this
work is demonstrated in Fig.4.70 and Fig.4.71, respectively. It consists of le menu at
the top of the display, tabs for transition between control panels of the modules and
red/green indicator lamps for module activities at the bottom of the GUI. Moreover
there is an emergency stop bottom for safety purposes. This GUI allows users to set,
observe and control each module separately through single display.
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Figure 4.70: Microfactory GUI, Laser control panel
Figure 4.71: Microfactory GUI, Vision control panel
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4.7.2.2 Software/Hardware interface
The purpose of interface electronics is to set connection between supervision com-
puter and hardware residing in the system. Control commands coming from software
program are provided to the modules through electronic connector boards as shown
in Fig.4.72 below. Whole structure consist of a main board that connects user PC
to the rest of the microfactory sub systems and small boards for each module. Such
structure enables modular operation meaning that modules can be disconnected from
the whole system and operate alone.
Figure 4.72: Software to hardware interface structure
Schematics of some electronic connector boards are provided in Fig.4.73. Circuits
are designed on Eagle software program and sent for manufacturing. Main board
consists of multi pin connectors where necessary power supply, analog, digital and
encoder interfaces of the dSPACE computer are attached. Each module board consist
of one main connector to set connection with the main board and particular I/O
interfaces needed for operating the modules.
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Figure 4.73: Main and delta robot board schematics
Once interface boards are produced and assembled then a complete operation
of the microfactory can be expected. Therefore experimental results for complete
microfactory system are not provided and it is left beyond the scope of this thesis
work.
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5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK
This work presented the design steps and implementation of a modular and recong-
urable desktop microfactory for high precision machining and assembly applications
as a proof of concept. Proposed system is constructed based on some functional,
performance and design criteria such as miniature size, modularity, recongurability,
accuracy in sub-millimeters, ease of transportation and integration. It consists of
downsized functional modules such as two parallel kinematic robots for manipulation
and assembly, galvanometric laser beam scanning system for 2D micromachining, high
precision piezoelectric positioning stage, camera system for detection and inspection,
and a rotational conveyor system. Design of the modules comprises development
of mechanical structure, electronic driver and communication interface, and control
approach for each unit. Each module is designed and tested for ne precision appli-
cations in the beginning. Once stand-alone operation of each unit is achieved further
assembly to a single microfactory system has been considered. The mechanical struc-
ture of the miniature factory is constructed in such manner that it allows parallel
processing, exible rearrangement of the layout, and ease of assembling and disas-
sembling of the units and overall design as general.
Several paper works are presented or in press to be published in various international
conferences and proceedings in contribution to the literature within the scope of the
thesis. Main contributions are related to
 Mathematical modeling and ne control of a galvanometric laser beam steering
system with few micron precision marking capabilities;
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 Modeling, design and control of high precision positioning stage built on walking
piezoelectric motors with micro and nanometer positioning accuracy;
 Design and control of an intermodular transportation mechanism for sample
delivery;
 Design of exible and recongurable mechanical structure of the desktop mi-
crofactory system;
 Design of electronic interface for each module;
 Development of software organization and GUI.
Further works are considered to be addressed to setting experiments with the
overall system, possible implementation of the system for simple tasks and integration
of dierent techniques and modules for more complex processes. Development of a
second version of the desktop microfactory based on the current knowledge can be
also considered as a possible future work.
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